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Abstract

Wecombine the assumption of environmental decoherence, as the
mechanismgenerating the classical (i.e. no quantum Interferences)
nature of spacetlme, with the limit on lts other classical feature,
point-llkecontinuity,namely Planck length. As a result,quantum
extendedobjectswlthmasses largerthan P1anckmass have to derive
their quantumbehaviourfrom long-rangecorrelations;objectswlth
masses s,naller than Planckmass cannot dlsplay classical behaviour,
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As an effective procedure, the Copenhagen prescriptions for the
application of Quantum Mechanics have been overwhelmingly successful.
Weighing this record, when considering the experimental verification
of the Bell inequalities [I] by Aspect et al.[2], it seems hard to
escape the conclusionthat as non-intuitiveas this be, and EPR [3]
notwithstanding,the only "reality"in this world is the "Quantum
Reality",the "reality"of complexquantumamplitudes.This is a
reality representedby Hilbertspace, ratherthan by spacetime.
Moreover,the probabilisticnatureof quantummechanicsis proven
not to be of the "subjective"type. Rather than having fuzziness
in a quantumvariablejust representinga lack of knowledgeabout
its value, that fuzzinessturns out to be "objective",i.e. the
variable "really"does not possessa definitevalue, in that
quantum reality,until this is settledin a measurement.This
includes,first and foremost,the system'slocation,namely its
spacetimecoordinates.

In the last twentyyears, the fact that we neverthelessappear
to exist in seemingly"classical"surroundingsis generally
understood(thoughthis is still far from unanimity)to arise
dynamically,throughthe decoherlngaction of the environment[4-9].
Starting from this paradigm,Joos has also shown [10] that the effects
of decoherenceincludethe emergenceof a classicalspacetime.The
derivationuses a cube of volumeL3 situatedin a homogeneous
gravitationalfield guy. Assumingthe (quantum)state to be in a
superpositionof two Values of the field (or of the corresponding
accelerationy)

J_> : aJy_> + b jy2> (I)

Objectstravellingthroughthis cube (includingdust particles)
effectivelybecomean "apparatus","measuring"the field; their state
iX> evolvesaccordingto the Schroedingerdynamicsfor the product

J_(o)>Jx(O)>_ {aJy_>JxY_(_)>+ bJy'>JxY_(_)>} (2)

As a result,the densitymatrix

p(y_,y2,_): p(y,,y2,0) <xy*(_)jxy'(_)> (3)
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involves(the last factor in eq. (3)) the overlapof the two
evolvedcombinedstates (of that natural "apparatus"and the
interactingfield),which is approximatelyproportionalto
6(y_-y2).This graduallydestroysthe contributionof the
interferencebetweenthe two valuesof y. We refer the reader to
[10] for detailsand orders of magnitude in this example.

In this study,we assumewith Joos that this is indeed the type
of mechanismwhich would therebyattenuatethe contributionof
quantumphases and interferencesand leave us with the impression
of a classicalspacetimein that sense.However,Joos' derivation
assumesanotherclassicalattributeof spacetime:the interaction
between the gravitationalfield and matter obeys Einstein's
equation

R_v(x) - 112 g_v(X) R(x) = -K T_v(x) (4)

and is therebya local interactionin the sense of continuity(we
have explicitedthe x argumentsto make this obvious).The quantum
wavefunctionsare delocalized,but the x variableis continuous.
Localizabilityin both senses is an evidentrequirementfor our
overallphysicaldescriptionof canonicalspacetime.We would
thereforenow like to derive some additionalinformationwith
respectto the notionof localizability.

First,what is then the limit of localizabllity?Treatments
of QuantumGravityappear to have formulatedan answeryears ago:
the "Plancklength"is assumedto representthe ultimate"definition"
of spacetime(the term being used in the opticalsense).This is
an acceptednotion.Although Planck'sintroductionof this length
was based on dimensionalarguments,we nowadaysdefine "Planck
dimensions"by equatingthe Comptonwavelength_r = h/mc
to the Schwarzschildradius r = 2Gmlc2, yielding

' S

Ip = V(2Ghlc'),mp = V(hci2G) (5)

Using the decoherenceparadigm,we can now formulatean additional
interpretationof the logic behind this notion:a particlewith
mass mp would generateits own stronggravitationalfield, rather
than cbuplingmildly to our backgroundspacetimefield as in (4)
It would developa horizon,of radius l , a black-hole,thus also
further inhibitingits interactionwithPtheembeddinggravita-
tional field and the resultingdecoherenceprocess.
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Like other "measurement" processes in QM, the decoherence-
generating measurement of the field should involve a "macroscopic"
apparatus(the dust particles)acting irreversibly(the "pointer").
We can combineJoos' resu]tswith the strong-fleldhorizon
limitationand formulate

ConclusionI
Spacetimeis fully classical,i.e. polnt-like,continuousand

devoid of quantuminterferencesdown to dimensionsIp.

In addition,we have a criterionfor "macroscopicity":objects
whose Comptonwavelengthshave no physicallydefinablespatial
spread,i.e.M>m_, but which neverthelessinteractwith the
gravitationalfield over more than one distinguishablepoint:

Conclusion2
Macroscopicobjects, in the sense of the apparatusIn the

Copenhageninterpretation,have M>mp and l>Ip.

We now have, however,anothercorollaryrelatingto Planck dimen-
sions.With our new definitionof macroscopicity,since the
Comptonwavelength_u < 1o, the "extension"in this contextcan
only have a "classic_1"i_plication.What then of macroscopic
quantumsystems?

Concluslon3
Quantumbehaviourin macroscopicobjectsinvolveslong-distance
correlationssolely.

ExamplesincludeCooper pair coherencelengths,white-dwarfelectron
degeneracycoherencelengths,etc. Anothercorollaryrelatesto

"microscopic"masses M<mp,

Conclusion4

Microscopicobjects (M<mp)are not fully localizable(i.e. clownto
Ip) and displayquantumbehaviour.

Examples:buckyballs(M~IO3GeV),DNA (M~IO'GeV),etc.
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Developlngcriteriato distinguishbetweenquantumand classical
objects has been an aim of many studiesin the Foundationsof Quantum
Mechanics.The above considerationsappear to us to point to the
notion of Planck dimensionsas a relatednotion,thus providing
at least one importantcriterionrelatingto localizability,
perhaps the only quantifiableone - and a direct resultof the
clecoherencemechanismphilosophy.
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